
Ctrl+GeekGirl Interview with TheCosplayChronicles’ Elpheal 

[UNCUT] 
 

- When did you begin cosplaying? 

 Late 2001  

 

- What made you want to become a cosplayer?  

Well I didn't started out wanting to 'be' a cosplayer haha. I started cosplaying simply because I 

thought it was cool and jumped at the opportunity to 'become' my favourite characters even if it was 

just for a day.  

 

- Describe cosplaying in three words? 

A. R. T. Lol ok, probably ‘Determination’, ‘Fun’ and 'Art'. 

 

- Why do you think cosplay is so popular? 

Other than the frivolously obvious reasons of garnering attention for one self. I think cosplay's most 

powerful draw is its ability to empower anyone and the chance to change something.  

 

When you cosplay, you can be anyone you choose to be. To some people, having that option opened 

up to them is a compelling enough reason. I personally believe Cosplay is the kind of hobby that can 

literally change a person.  

 

- From your memory, what was your first cosplay character? 

Yukishiro Tomoe from Rurouni Kenshin :) 

 

- When cosplaying, do you choose characters that look like you? Or do you cosplay whoever 

you want to cosplay? 

Definitely a bit of both. It's hard for me to cosplay a character I don't like it. At the same time, it's hard 

to cosplay a character I physically cannot pull off. This is why up till now I’ve been staying away from 

cross dressing hulky characters. But if I have to choose between the two, I'd definitely go with a 

character I like.  

  

- In your opinion, what is the ultimate character that would you like to cosplay? 

Well I'm not sure if my list can be considered "ultimate" or not. Since the characters/ costumes I want 

to do are far from fancy, in fact, most of them are pretty darn plain haha! To me, there is no "ultimate". 

There will always be a higher mountain to scale.  

 



The compelling reason for me to choose a character is always in the ‘playing’ part. The character 

probably had a personality or action I admire and would like to emulate. So when I choose to cosplay 

that character, I dream of having the chance to do something as cool as him/her.  

 

These days, I try my best to bring that imagination into a more tangible form by replicating my visions 

on photographs. The costumes are always secondary to me.  

 

I would love to cosplay Amiboshi from FushigiYuugi, Ariel from The Little Mermaid and Rosette 

Christopher from Chrno Crusade. All my childhood feels <3! 

 

- How long does it usually take to make the costumes? Which costume took you the longest to 

make?   

I am a super slow costume maker.  The length of time generally depends on the complexity of the 

costume and my available time. It can vary from 1 week to half a year, on and off.  

 

I can't remember which costume took the longest since I only make costumes in my free time so I 

don't have an accurate gauge of the time spent. But Luneth from Final Fantasy iii comes to mind as 

being the most troublesome costume to make.  

 

Its heavy duty vinyl with dressmaking sponge was such a butt to sew! If it wasn't for the fact that I use 

an industrial sewing machine, I'm sure the needles wouldn't even go through. I also had a hard time 

looking for the right fabrics to be used for his inner cardigan and turtleneck. And don’t get me started 

on custom styling his wig.  

  

- Are there any cosplayers that you look up to? 

I look at the end product so I respect anyone whose cosplays reflect their effort. That said, I always 

admire cosplayers who get on the ground and make their own costumes/props themselves. Fellow 

Singaporean cosplayers such as Cvy, Reiko, Kanasaiii, Lennethxviii , Shizuka comes to mind.  

 

I also really like Yuegene Fay from Thailand. Had the chance to hang out with her in Philippines and 

China last year and witnessed firsthand her ‘down-to-earth’ personality despite her popularity.   

 

-  What is your aim in cosplaying? Are you a perfectionist? 

My only aim in cosplay is to keep trying new things and to produce awe inspiring photographs.  I've 

been inspired by the works of other cosplayers before and I take it as my personal goal to be able to 

inspire someone else too. I want to be better. I want to try different characters, break out from my 

comfort zone, work with different elements and portray different themes.  

 



I'm tempted to say I'm too lazy to be a perfectionist but I think my friends and Photographers who 

have shot with me would gravely disagree. I’m the stubborn type of cosplayer who wouldn’t mind 

falling 20 times or jumping 30 times to get the right shot. Unfortunately, my stubbornness are less 

apparent in costumes and props =\.  

 

- How does cosplaying make you feel? What is the best thing about cosplaying? 

 Makes me feel tired yet rejuvenated. I won’t lie, Cosplay can be mentally and physically tiring. But the 

best thing that cosplay has given me is the purpose for another day. I know that sounds suicidal and 

demoralising but don't get me wrong haha!  

 

I just believe that human cannot live on bread alone; the food for the spirit needs to be fed too. Having 

Cosplay as an artistic and even escapism outlet really feeds my soul and makes me a happier person 

than if I wasn’t cosplaying.  

 

It gave me a chance to play out my childhood dreams, it gave me an avenue to express my 

creativeness, it opened up many opportunities in my life, it allowed me to make lasting friendships and 

leastly, it gave the awkward kid a place to belong, learn and blossom.  

 

- What is your first memory of cosplaying and/or entering a cosplay competition? 

I was definitely scared and shy! Street Fighter cosplayers were pretending to fight and everyone else 

surrounded and cheered on them not unlike the game!  

 

It was so fun to be surrounded by like minded people and for the first time, I felt like I found a place I 

belong ^////^;;; 

 

- What has been the most challenging cosplay that you have ever done? 

Every cosplay is a challenge. That said, I haven’t yet done a cosplay that really stretches me…maybe 

except for Éclair from Kiddy Grade. That skimpy dress was really pushing my limits >////<;;;; 

 

- Western cosplayers vs Asian cosplayers -- who do you think does it better? 

Well we would first have to  define ‘good’ and ‘better’. But since this is a fan initiated hobby, there is 

no formal organisation to establish a form of benchmark.  

 

I think both continents have their strength and weaknesses. And cosplay being a hobby with such 

vastly different genres, it’s almost impossible to give a generalised answer.  

 

As I’ve mentioned in a blog entry of mine (http://thecosplaychronicles.blogspot.sg/2012/04/why-i-hate-talking-cosplays-to-

non.html#more) that touched on a similar topic, I firmly believe that “The same cosplayer can be awesome 



as Character X ( example: Deedlit, Gakupo) but fail desperately as Character Y (example: Uzumaki 

Naruto, Hatsune Miku). There is no such thing as a "1-person-fits-all" nor a “1-race-fits-all”  

 

- You recently did the Shakugana No Shana cosplay photoshoot and you actually worked with 

real flames and everything. How many people were on board with that photoshoot? And how 

was the whole experience overall?  

There were a total of 6. 2 assistant, 2 pyrotechnic guys, 1 photographer and 1 cosplayer.  

 

The fire element was actually proposed by Brian 

(http://www.facebook.com/BrianLimPhotography?ref=ts&fref=ts) the photographer who happened to 

be friends with Nutcase and Shane who were pyro enthusiasts dying to try something with fire. I just 

happened to know the right person and have the right costume at the right time. Lucky me xD!  

 

It was actually a really fun shoot! Except for Nutcase and Shane who were friends for the first time, 

the rest were people I’ve known and worked with for at least a while. I really enjoyed their company 

and help. Being the only cosplayer meant all attentions were on me and that can be a bit stressful if 

you’re with the wrong crew. But since I was so comfortable with all of them and everyone knew 

exactly what to do, it was a very conducive shoot where Brian and I would discuss the shots we want 

and try different ways to get it done. The rest would do everything they can to help make the shot 

work, such as getting the fire to burn at the right places, throwing my wig or garbs in the air and 

ensuring my safety. It is always a pleasure to work with people like that and I count my blessings to 

have had the chance =) 

  

- You call yourself a 'cosplay blogger'. Which countries and cosplay events have you attended? 

What has been the best country/event so far? And what's one country that you'e hoping to 

visit down the track? 

Oh dear haha *embarrassed*, you know, I actually hate labelling anything/anyone especially myself 

haha. But I couldn’t think of any other term that can better describe what I do so I ended up with 

“Cosplay Blogger” hahaha…. 

 

If we only include Cosplay events then I’ve only had the chance to attend them in Malaysia, Macau, 

Hong Kong, Philippines, Indonesia, TianJin and Sydney. Because of my blog, I’ve also had the good 

luck to attend an Anisong concert in Japan and Singapore Day in Shanghai. 

 

Since most of the Cosplay events mentioned above were sponsored either in full or in part, it’s hard to 

say any were below expectation haha. (Oh dear I’m sorry but I’m not trying to show off or anything. I 

just meant each of them were precious memory to me >////< ) 

 

http://www.facebook.com/BrianLimPhotography?ref=ts&fref=ts


Fantasy Quest in Philippines left me with the deepest impression because of my awesomely 

hospitable Filipino friends and the pure magic of the location. Also because we somehow became VIP 

of the event, it allowed me to experience an event from another perspective. I blogged in details here 

http://thecosplaychronicles.blogspot.sg/2012/08/fantasy-quest-2012-manila.html  

 

SMASH in Sydney and STGCC in Singapore also left a lasting impression on me! I love how both 

events were run so professionally (especially admirable since SMASH is organised by volunteers)! 

Both events also allowed me to interview and interact with celebrities of the Otaku world! I couldn’t 

stop rubbing into my fujoshi friend’s face that I met, interviewed and took a photo with Mikishin XD! 

 

I hope to attend a convention in the western region one day because everyone looked like they had 

so much fun in it! And like any otaku, I must attend Comiket in Japan one day!  

 

- What do you usually do when attending these major cosplay events? e.g. taking photos, 

writing your thoughts down 

Taking photographs and being busy with either interviews or filming videos. I usually write after the 

event. I prefer to enjoy the event as much as I can and leave the writing to a more conducive 

environment.   

 

- As a cosplay blogger, do you love what you do? And why?  

From my lengthy replies, you can probably tell I enjoy talking about Cosplays so yes, I do enjoy it 

haha. Otherwise I wouldn’t have gone ahead to start a blog focused on introducing and presenting 

Cosplay as a serious and creative subject before it was taken seriously. 

 

I admit, the work and time required for this role has taken quite a toll on me and I’m trying to find a 

balance between blogging about Cosplay and doing my own Cosplays … on top of other things in life. 

 

But still, I love the hobby and I love talking positive things about it. I love sharing the truth about this 

seemingly mysterious hobby to the world so credit can be given where due. It might sound pretentious 

but the best thing I’ve gotten from the blog/youtube is not the sponsorships and attention but real 

people telling me how my hardwork have helped them in their cosplays. 

 

- How often do you meet up with cosplayers from other countries to do group photoshoots, 

charities etc? 

Not very often =( Maybe once or twice a year if time and money permits. 

 

 

 

 

http://thecosplaychronicles.blogspot.sg/2012/08/fantasy-quest-2012-manila.html


- What has been your craziest experience as an Otaku and/or Cosplay Blogger? 

Cosplay is crazy enough ahahah. As a cosplay blogger well…. I guess that would be cosplaying as 

Shana from Shakugan no Shana just to interview Itou Noizi, the artist of the Novel. That’s a pretty 

crazy thing to me because I always avoid cosplaying when I have to do event coverage/interviews.  

 

- What are some of your most favourite manga/anime? 

Skip Beat, Shakugan no Shana, Houshin Engi, Rurouni Kenshin, Fushigi Yuugi, Natsume Yuujin 

Chou, Slam Dunk, Lovely Complex etc … Oh dear, so old school /_\ 

 

- And finally, name three people (Seiyuus, cosplayers etc) that you would like to invite to 

dinner =) 

Kamiya Hiroshi (I love his Natsume voice >/////< )  

Yoshiki Nakamura 

Fujita Maiko  


